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Summary

• Payroll has been facing tremendous challenges during the 

COVID-19 crisis: need to get employees paid despite the 

extraordinary crisis + inadequate processes and tools to 

work remotely + a barrage of new payroll & HR regulation to 

+ staff reductions due to cost cutting = perfect storm

• Payroll professionals have persevered through heroic efforts 

and managed to get employees paid

• Payroll gained in recognition as a mission-critical function

• Many aspects of the crisis are here to stay and are quickly 

becoming the “new normal” (e.g. work from home)

• NOW is the time to adjust from brute-force firefighting mode 

to rethinking and reshaping your payroll strategy for the 

future

• There are 4 key near-term business objectives your new, 

post-COVID-19 payroll strategy must meet :

• Cost Reduction

• Stronger Resilience

• Increased Flexibility

• Better Data Insights

• Big transformation projects will likely not get management 

support in the current economic environment

• You need a flexible, targeted approach to execute on your 

strategic objectives and drive improvements with quick 

paybacks
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The COVID-19 pandemic is something no one could have ever

imagined, a crisis of unprecedented global proportions. Almost

the entire world went on lockdown: borders were closed,

stores were shut, production was paralyzed, mobility was

severely restricted and citizens were ordered into confinement.

New routines had to be defined over night.

The sad face of the pandemic are the hundreds of thousands of

people that passed away and the families they left behind with

the pain. Our gratitude belongs to all the people on the front

lines – the doctors, nurses, hospital staff, police officers, etc. –

who risked their lives to support others throughout this disaster.

As the lockdown measure have helped to slow the spread of

the virus and the number of infected people has been flattening

or declining in some parts of the world, economies are

gradually starting to ease the restrictions. While uncertainty and

doom scenarios prevailed over the last few months, we can

finally see the light out of the tunnel.
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We are slowly getting back, but 

we are entering a “new normal”

Context



Yet, the global crisis is far from over. Even after the outbreak

has peaked, the economic fallout and the collateral damage of

the crisis will represent a major burden on our society.

The economy is stalling across almost every country and every

sector, thousands of business have been forced into

bankruptcy and millions of jobs have been lost.

The economic projections for 2020 and beyond are somber

around the world.
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Payroll through COVID-19

One of the business functions most affected by the crisis were

the payroll departments. Payroll leaders needed to figure out

very quickly how to continue to operate under the new

circumstances (i.e. working from home; unable to access

normal tools and systems; juggling family/kids and work) in

order to make sure that employees continued to get paid. If

payroll departments could not ensure proper payment of their

employees, the whole economy risked coming to a grinding

halt. Not surprisingly, in a number of countries (e.g. UK) payroll

professionals were elevated to the status of critical workers, at

the same critical level as doctors, nurses, and other care

takers.

The challenges of working remotely have been aggravated in

the payroll function by the fact that historically many payroll

operations still require a large degree of manual intervention

and rely on paper trails (e.g. for sign-offs/approvals, or paper

checks being distributed to employees). Some global payroll

teams had no visibility at all. Numerous local providers could

not keep up with the crisis and floundered, putting more burden

on the customers. Payrollers were swimming against the tide.

At the end, they managed to deliver their payrolls accurately

and on time. But many payroll teams – both in-house and at

the payroll service providers – had to improvise and mount

heroic efforts to get the job done despite the lack of adequate

tools and technology.
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Adding to the challenges facing payroll departments, many

countries issued new emergency legislation, regulations and

measures to help companies cope with the crisis. While these

measures are designed to help ease the pain of businesses, all

these new rules have meant a vastly increased workload for

Payroll & HR departments.

Combining all the different factors – work-from-home, sick

leaves and shortage of staff, external provider risk and

increased burden on payroll teams – meant that Payroll

professionals everywhere have been fighting their way through

the perfect storm.
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Key Learnings from the Crisis

If there is anything good coming out of this crisis that has

brought so much pain and suffering, it is maybe a couple key

learnings:

1) Criticality: Payroll has gained in respect and awareness

across many organizations. While in good times everyone

takes it for granted that people get paid properly and on

time, the crisis has highlighted to many people just how

critical a reliable, well-operating payroll function is to their

business. If you cannot make sure that your employees are

getting paid, your business risks coming to a grinding halt.

2) Lack of modern technology: At the same time, the crisis

has shined a spotlight on the fact that payroll in many

places still operates in rather old-fashioned, manual ways

and has been lagging in the adoption of modern, digital

processes and tools.

3) Importance of resilience: Many inhouse payroll teams

and payroll providers got caught flat-footed by the

pandemic yet managed to get payroll done based on sheer

will power and putting in extraordinary effort. But that

modus is hardly sustainable in the long run.
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And one thing that is increasingly becoming clear is that many

of the changes we have experienced over the past few months

won’t go away even after the immediate pandemic has

subsided. We have to adapt to a “new normal”. For example, a

recent survey from Gartner found that 74% of companies plan

to shift at least some of their staff to work remotely

permanently.
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Let’s summarize the situation in which payroll finds itself today:

• Payroll is more critical than ever and has gained in

credibility within the leadership team

• Payroll is lagging behind in modern technology and tools

• Payroll complexity, especially in an international context, is

growing with new local legislations being introduced

• Payroll teams delivered based on sheer will power and

extraordinary effort, but that modus is not sustainable

So Payroll is: More critical. Under-developed. More complex.

Unsustainable. Under normal circumstance, all of this would

lead us to conclude that investments in upgrading the payroll

function are necessary and overdue. And certainly, from a

payroll perspective investments and upgrades are absolutely

necessary and overdue.

However, the reality is that these are far from normal times.

And we must look at the situation in the context of the broader

business environment. Many companies are facing severe

financial strains given the global economic crisis and they are

cutting costs where ever they can. A recent Gartner survey

shows that 62% of CFOs are planning cuts to SG&A budgets

due to COVID-19 related disruptions.1

Why you must rethink your strategy 

now?

(1) https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-04-06-gartner-cfo-

survey-reveals-that-62-percent-of-cfos-plan-sganda-cuts-this-year-due-to-

coronavirus
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As a result, in many organization, new projects and investment

initiatives have been put on hold.

So as a payroll leader, does that mean you should sit back and

wait? No, not all! We believe the time for you to act is NOW.

You must address the challenges that your payroll team is

facing. You must prepare to tackle the perfect storm that we

described earlier – more challenging regulation, remote work,

reduced team strength, under-developed technology – for the

sake of your team and for the sake of your company. However,

you must adjust your approach and your strategy to align with

the overall key business objectives.

In the following, we describe how you must adjust your payroll

strategy in order to succeed and gain support in these post-

COVID-19 times.
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Payroll Strategy with 4 Key Focus 

Areas

1. Cost & Efficiency 

2. Strengthen Resilience 

3. Increase Flexibility

4. Data Management & Insights

Key Business Objectives

There are 4 key business mandates that your global payroll

strategy must address coming out of the COVID-19 crisis:

Let’s take a look at each of the objectives in more detail.
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Due to the COVID-19 crisis and the negative economic impact,

many companies are implementing or are planning to

implement cost reduction programs in response to declined

revenues. Survey data shows that all functions of the business

are being impacted:

Source: Gartner June 2020

Payroll is no exception, as a non-revenue generating back-

office function it will be in the cross hairs of the Finance teams

to realize cost savings. Instead of waiting for measures to be

imposed on you from the top down, it is wise for you to start

implementing cost reduction and efficiency proposals that will

not compromise your operations. The new normal requires you

to "do more with less". So you must design a strategy that will

not only reduce costs but ideally helps to increase efficiency

and control so your payroll team can manage your complex

global payroll environment without giving up service quality.

1. Cost & Efficiency
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Actions you must put in place to achieve this 

objective.

When it comes to reducing costs in Payroll, you generally have

two key levers:

a) Lower external vendor costs: Cost of payroll

vendors often varies rather significantly. The time is

now to benchmark your current vendor costs and

identify more competitive vendors that provide same

or better service at lower cost.

b) Lower internal costs: Many processes in payroll

have remained very manual and labor-intensive over

the past decades. Through the modern digitization and

automation tools, you can increase the productivity of

your team and you can do more with less.

Finding ways to reduce costs in your payroll operations needs

to be one of your primary immediate concerns right now as that

is likely the key objective that your leadership is currently

focused on.

In having supported various clients through these kind of

transformations, we have found that cost savings of 30% and

more are typically achievable. While both vendor replacement

and the implementation of modern tools comes with some

change management effort, they present concrete, quickly

realizable cost savings that allow your payroll team to

contribute in meaningful ways to the cost savings targets of the

company.
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2. Strengthen Resilience

Resilience is the capacity to recover quickly from disruption.

The COVID-19 crisis came completely unexpected for most of

people, and it showed us that anything can happen and that we

need to be prepared. While most payroll teams managed to get

employees paid, it has taken a lot of blood, sweat and tears

and quick-fix workarounds which simply is not sustainable in

the mid to long term. It has been a wake-up call, and you must

focus on strengthening your global payroll resilience as you are

defining your payroll strategy moving forward.

In order to ensure better resilience of your payroll operations

you must focus on a number of key things:

• Enable remote operations: Many teams will work

remotely or at least partially remotely for a long time to

come. You must adapt your processes to ensure that

you and all the stakeholders involved in your payroll

execution have the ability to work and access important

information anytime, anywhere. So if you have not

already done so, now is the time to digitize your

workflows and move them – together with your data –

into the cloud.

• Better communication and task management:

Implementing more secure, remote ways to

communicate between the payroll team is a must now.

In addition, you need tools that allow you to track and

coordinate who is working on what and the real-time

status of all tasks towards getting payroll completed.
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Actions you must put in place to achieve this 

objective.



• Standardize processes: By standardizing your

process you reduce the key person dependency on

single individuals in your team which needs to be an

obvious concern during any crisis (“What happens is

so-and-so is out sick?”). If everyone follows different

processes and procedures and these are barely

documented, it is virtually impossible for other team

members to step in and to juggle workloads in the case

of an emergency. While on the surface it might seem

virtually impossible to align processes across different

countries and jurisdictions, the reality is many

comment activities that can absolutely be harmonized

and standardized across different parts of the

organization.

• Replace “weak” vendors: Some vendors have

mastered the crisis better than others. A time of crisis

quickly shows who is prepared to deliver strong

services and who is not. You should carefully assess

each of your vendors’ posture and decide where action

is needed. You need to have the ability to switch

vendors, without restrictions, hassle or delays.
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Having the right tools will help you strengthen your global

payroll processes and avoid having to patch things and

improvise along the way.



Increase the flexibility of your payroll operations to gain more

room to move in times of uncertainty. You need as much

flexibility as you can in order to be in on top of everything

around your processes. Being “trapped” in a complete in-house

structure or a fully outsourced closed aggregator model can be

hurtful when things need to change.

If your team cannot handle the crisis you will be in trouble and if

your provider(s) can´t help you drive your business objectives

you will become a liability to your company.

3. Increase Flexibility
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Actions you must put in place to achieve this 

objective.

To have more flexibility in your strategy you must:

• Move from in-house to outsourced operations:

Depending on your current payroll model one way to

increase flexibility is to outsource all or part of the local

processes to a 3rd party expert, who benefits from scale

and a pool of resources. But finding the right provider

who fits your needs is of course crucial.

• Switch from a closed model to an open model: If

you have already outsourced your international payroll

operations, you might be using a traditional payroll

aggregator were the global provider mandates the local

partners for you (i.e. closed aggregator model). Closed

models are inflexible and give you limited room for

maneuvering. Open models – as pioneered by Payzaar

– provide you with the freedom to pick and choose the

local solution most suitable for you (inhouse or

outsourced) and make the appropriate changes at the

right time.



In a time of crisis and uncertainty, having flexibility and choice

is critical. The right balance between global and local and

between in-house and outsource are the key of a successful

payroll strategy.
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Now more than ever, facts and insights will drive your company

to the right path. You cannot take decisions based on

assumptions or without seeing the complete picture. So,

providing real-time, comprehensive and reliable reports on

labour costs will be crucial to help your company take important

business decisions.

Data has become more crucial than ever. The most successful

companies (e.g. Google, Amazon, Apple, etc.) all rely heavily

on deep data analytics to drive decisions for the businesses.

Strong reporting and data analytics is the key in a world where

information matters the most.

4. Data Management & Insights
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Better insights mean better business decisions. Payroll sits on a

wealth of data regarding its employees. Help your company

understand the real situation around payroll, your employee

base and your labour costs. In order to accomplish this, you

must have:

• Reporting on actual labour costs: Global HR

systems are great to maintain information about your

employees, but they often do not give you the full

picture of the cost of employment (e.g. they typically do

not contain information about employment tax, social

charges, overtime, sick leave, in-kind benefits, etc.).

You will need a solution that can consolidate all your

local payrolls into one central system so you can

access the real, actual labour cost information quickly

and efficiently, no matter where you are.

Actions you must put in place to achieve this 

objective.



• Real-time reporting: If you are not able to see your

global payroll data in real-time you are missing out.

Things change quickly, especially in the current

environment of uncertainty. You and your leadership

team cannot afford to wait for days to receive important

data about the business. You need the information as it

happens.

• Consolidated reports: Avoid wasting time and risking

human errors by having someone manually consolidate

all the different reports sent by different local providers

or local teams. You should have access to all your data

with the click of a button.

If your current payroll solution can not deliver real-time,

consolidated, self-service reporting, you should consider a

modern consolidated global payroll reporting platform. The

good news is: This kind of global reporting platform can be very

quick and easy to set up and pays for itself with the time and

cost savings it generates.
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Coming out of the immediate crisis of the last 2-3 months

where most payroll leaders were in constant “firefighting” mode,

now is the right time to revisit your global payroll strategy and

adapt your approach to a post COVID-19 environment.

Why now?

• Payroll has become recognized as a mission-critical

function and as such carries more weight in the

organization

• You must switch from “brawn and hustle” to get things done

to more efficient and sustainable operating mode that

supports the new normal

• The economic crisis has turned a sharp focus onto cost

savings and payroll needs to figure out how to cut costs

How to proceed?

• Big change projects with long payback time horizons

will not gain the support of your leadership team given the

current budget constraints in most organizations

• You must drive change and improvements in a very

focused, self-funding manner

• Your key focus should be on proactively identifying cost

savings opportunities with quick impact and making your

payroll operations more resilient and efficient at the same

time

Key Take-aways
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How we can help?

• Payzaar is pioneering a new open global payroll model

that leverages your existing solutions and investments and

supports changes to your payroll environment in a very

selective manner

• We have strong experience helping clients reduce their

payroll costs by more than 30% while at the same time

improving their payroll delivery

• We can help you benchmark your current payroll

operations and create the business case for targeted

improvements

• Our solutions can be implemented quickly and efficiently

and have an immediate paybacks

Contact us and we would be happy to learn about your

situation and share more information with you.
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About Payzaar

Payzaar is an innovative new payroll management platform that

offers powerful, state-of-the-art process automation and data

analytics while leveraging your existing payroll solutions.

We support multinational organizations around the world in

managing their complex international payroll environments in a

more efficient, transparent and compliant manner. Payzaar is

also the technology that enables the global payroll operations

of 3 out of the Top 10 global accounting firms and a variety of

other leading payroll providers.

Our open model means that you can keep your existing local

payroll solutions and providers – or swap them out in a very

flexible and targeted manner as needed. Our platform is flexible

and interoperable to work with any payroll, and it is quick and

easy to deploy in a matter of days.

Payzaar has extensive experience helping clients to identify

and realize quick-win improvements that can help save 30+%

in cost and reduce the burden on you and your payroll

colleagues.

Payzaar is headquartered in Dublin, Ireland and was founded

by a team of ex-ADP executives. Payzaar has been recognized

as a disruptive innovator in the global payroll space with a

number of awards and distinctions.
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Web: www.payzaar.com

Email: info@payzaar.com

Phone: +353 1 968 5600

Payzaar Limited

Enterprise House, O'Brien Road 

Carlow, R93Y0Y3

Ireland


